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Your wealth
strengthened.
Your legacy,
secured.
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The Family Office · Introduction

Our advice and
support is unbiased
and independent.

The Family Office
Geneva Management Group (GMG) was founded in
2000 as a multi-family office.
Geneva Management Group Family

We help our clients optimize the key

Office has worked with families and

elements of their wealth management

Family Offices for over two decades.

strategy — our advice and support is

During this time, we have gained

unbiased, independent and follows a

insight into the specific requirements

holistic and sustainable approach.

and challenges posed in a constantly

Tackling the challenges of today…
Preserving wealth has become an
increasingly challenging task for
families and individuals. They seek
guidance and advice provided by highly

Working with each individual family,
we define their objectives, translate
them into a strategy and establish clear
investment policies for the long-term
preservation of their wealth.

We’re proud to say that we sit on the

professional, experienced and reliable

Our independent and objective

same side of the table as our clients,

partners. They appreciate a coordinated

analytical process provides clarity

We support individuals and families

who we regard as partners. Their

and seamless delivery by all disciplines

and helps mitigate potential conflicts

with significant wealth across the

goals and objectives are our guiding

involved. This demands genuine

between stakeholders.

globe by deploying our expertise in

principles. We strive to build

collaboration of the best

managing high-net-worth clients and

long-lasting and trusted relationships.

in the financial sphere.

evolving financial environment.

their assets. Our clients benefit from

…building wealth for tomorrow

our best practices as well as from our

GMG specializes in all elements

international network of professionals.

covering wealth management and
implements tailor-made solutions to
address the nuances and intricacies
that each unique family requires.
The families we work with aim to
manage, preserve and grow wealth for
future generations.
Together with our clients, we implement
and professionalize the required
approach to accomplish their goals.

Kerstin Engler,
GMG Family Office
Senior Advisor
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The Family Office · Our approach

Over $1B of assets
under management

Why choose GMG
Family Office?
Wealth planning for the future is no easy task, each
situation is different. Family offices are uniquely
positioned to address the various challenges of today.
A unique experience
for every client

A complete package
to support growth

Working with GMG
GMG Family Office services a small

This goes beyond effectiveness,

GMG Family Office offers its clients

Our family office takes professional

number of families with significant

performance or efficiency of asset

more than financial advice. Our life

care of the multifaceted wealth of a

wealth around the globe. At the same

management. We seek to offer a

advisor approach seeks to understand

family in a professional manner. We

time, they benefit from economies of

greater sense of purpose, alignment

our client’s needs before creating a

take the management of client assets

scale where it makes sense and share

and cohesion in the solutions we

tailored solution.

to the next level by defining goals and

resources. They each receive highly

provide.

objectives, and translating them into an

individualised services tailored to their

actionable strategy. This helps establish

needs.

Together with our clients, we implement
and professionalize a proposition.
We support families that aim to grow
and preserve family wealth for future

clear investment policies to preserve
wealth for the long term.

The complexity of business and wealth
structures for a family that is spread

generations. We define strategies that

GMG Family Office cares and takes all

across the world requires coordination

look beyond the current generation and

types of assets into consideration while

from a partner who understands the

cater to a growing number of younger

providing high-level services to family

family as a whole and clearly sits on

family members.

members through a blend of in-house

their side of the table.

resources and external expertise.

GMG Family Office aims to be the
managerial hub for the families we
work with.
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The Family Office · A quality experience like no other

What we ‘C’ is what
you get.

Quality service
like no other
Clarity

A seat at the GMG Family Office table means
unparalleled service tailored to the individual.

We have the tools and

We reduce your opportunity

capabilities to consolidate

cost by handling your

your bankable and non-

banking affairs on your

bankable assets, as well as

behalf so you gain additional

the ability to analyze and

time to run your operating

monitor them.

business and family affairs.

We don’t operate with call

We present a selection of

The quality of the service we provide

The trust we’ve established with our

centers or junior staff, every

different banks and service

is essential for our clients and core to

clients comes not only from our results

client gets the highest level

providers so you can choose

our DNA. We know that our continued

but from the way we operate, which

of service, delivered by an

your preferred partner.

success over the years is due to our

can be compacted into eight, simple Cs.

Competence

experienced team of senior

commitment to excellence.

advisors.

Convenience

Continuity

ecosystem of duly selected
best in class partners. We

take care of the account

work with the best law firms,

opening process, meaning

corporate service providers,

we will coordinate between

art and philanthropy

you, your lawyers, trustees,

advisors, universities, tax

accountants, and the bank.

specialists etc. You and your

your family and compile
your client history together

Choice

We have built up an

One point of entry — we

We will get to know you and

Capacity

Connectivity

family join a network of
trusted partners from day
one of our relationship.

with you — a process that

You benefit from institutional

only need take place once

pricing that GMG has agreed

— which allows us to ensure

with the financial service

continuity.

providers. With GMG, you
benefit from the lowest fee

Cost

bracket charged by banks.
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The Family Office · Growing and protecting wealth

Growing and
protecting wealth

Moving from
financial advice to
life advice.

We see generational wealth management as a
journey. As families and their wealth grow, so does the
complexity of managing their assets.
What we offer
No two situations are the same.

Strong analytical
capabilities

Each individual or family needs a

» Experienced CIO at our clients’

personalised approach which is catered
to their needs over time. This goes
beyond the scope of typical financial
advice. That’s why working with
GMG Family Office means moving
from purely financial advice to

capabilities

» Analysis of current investments and

Holistic approach
From generalist wealth planning
towards a holistic perspective:
» Comprehensive consolidated
reporting
» Inclusion of bankable and
non-bankable assets
» State of the art data security and
storage

Legal framework guidance

3

Governance setup

4

Investment guidance

5

Comprehensive oversight
and reviews

» Risk management approach and

Through our decades of experience,

their goals.

2

allocation and house views

Investment capabilities

help our clients understand and achieve

Investment strategy design

» GMG proprietary strategic asset

comprehensive life advice.

we’ve honed a unique set of skills to

12

fingertips

1

service providers (Deep Dive)
» Gap analysis on optimization of
risk/return profile and efficiency
» Continuous aftersale reviews and
recommendations

Ecosystem
» One point of entry to access to an
extensive network of best in class
partners and infrastructure
» Delivery of a seamless client
experience coordinated by GMG.
www.gmgfinancial.com
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The Family Office · An ecosystem to support growth

An ecosystem to aid
our clients’ growth

Legal and tax
»

Financial planning

»

Tax planning

»

Trust/foundation
management

Our extensive network of partnerships and
infrastructure allows us to offer our clients all the
services they require in a seamless fashion.

»

Legal services

»

Estate planning

»

Insurance planning

Investment
infrastructure
»

Banking in Switzerland,
UK, US, Dubai

»

Global custody

»

Credit cards

»

Physical storage

Investment
solutions
»

Liquid investments

»

Discretionary solutions

»

Structuring solutions

»

Real estate

»

Direct holdings

»

Corporate finance/deals

»

Foreign exchange

Family
services
IT & data
»

Data storage

»

Data protection

»

Privacy protection

Auxiliary
services

management (treasury)
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Concierge services

»

Security services

»

Education

»

Art advisory

»

Philanthropy advisory

»

Family governance
consulting
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The Family Office · Our values

Our values
Five guiding values define who we are
and how we operate as a company.
1 Transparency

4 Innovation

Integrity and honesty are core to all

We continuously invest in skills,

that we do. All layers of fees are always

education and technology ensuring that

explicit and transparent. We do what

our solutions are cutting-edge.

we say we will do.

5 Relevance

2 Conflict Free

What we promise
An uncompromising service based on what
is best for the client, not the company.

Our access and reputation are at your

At GMG, the client’s needs come first.

service. In order to be able to provide

We’re committed to providing our clients with

We are beholden to no institution,

our clients with the reach they need,

the very best financial products and investment

individual or entity other than the client

we operate globally and work with

being served.

international institutions.

options suited to each unique need.
We never hide the fees we receive, nor are we

3 Expertise

beholden to any institution, individual or entity
other than the clients we serve.

At GMG, we demand excellence. We
excel at what we do and keep ahead of

We want to maintain the highest integrity in

the curve, constantly developing our

order to provide what is best for the client.

staff and suite of offerings.
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The Family Office · Why GMG

The Family Office · About GMG

About GMG
Reshaping the landscape of financial solutions. An
award winning group for innovative client solutions.
Next generation wealth comes

GMG Family Office Team

We support our clients in optimizing

From left to right:

Ismael Nieto,

with next generation challenges,

the key elements of their wealth

Alain Chevée,

Alexandre Bourgeot,

opportunities and solutions.

management strategy. Our advice and

Kerstin Engler,

Dr Serge Cadelli, Sébastien Flak,

Mathieu Saint-Cyr, Francois Botta,

Maher Menif,

Valérie McCallum,

Timm Reutter.

We are on the cusp of the biggest
generational transfer of wealth in over
a century. This is an unprecedented

support are unbiased, independent
and follow a holistic and sustainable

Dave Elzas,

approach.

opportunity to protect and grow your
legacy, ensuring that your family’s
wealth is preserved well into the future.
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Disclaimer
The information provided herein

other exchange or regulated

Material May Be Outdated: This

constitutes marketing material and

trading facility in Switzerland, nor a

material is produced as of a

has been prepared by personnel

simplified prospectus, key investor

particular date. Accordingly, this

in the GMG Investment Solutions

information document or prospectus

material may have already been

SA or GMG Institutional Asset

as defined in the Swiss Federal

updated, modified, amended and/

Management SA (collectively

Collective Investment Schemes

or supplemented by the time you

“GMG”) and is not based on a

Act. Any benchmarks/indices cited

receive or access it. GMG is under

consideration of the prospect’s

in this document are provided for

no obligation to notify you of such

circumstances.

information purposes only.

changes and you should discuss this

Non-Reliance This document does

The accuracy, completeness or

not constitute a recommendation or

relevance of the information which

consider the particular investment

has been drawn from external

objectives, financial conditions, or

sources is not guaranteed although

needs of individual clients. Before

it is drawn from sources reasonably

acting on this material, you should

believed to be reliable. Subject to

consider whether it is suitable

any applicable law, GMG shall not

for your circumstances and, if

assume any liability in this respect.

necessary, seek professional advice.

material with your GMG relationship
manager to ensure such material
has not been updated, modified
amended and/or supplemented.
The market information displayed
in this document is based on data
at a given moment and may change
from time to time. In addition, the
views reflected herein may change

Risk Disclosure This document is

without notice. No updates to this

of summary nature. The products

document are planned. In the event

referred to herein involve numerous

that the reader is unsure as to

risks (including, without limitations,

whether the facts in this document

credit risk, market risk, liquidity

are up to date at the time of their

This document is not the result of

risk and currency risk). In respect

proposed investment, then they

a financial analysis and therefore is

of securities trading, please refer

should seek independent advice or

not subject to the “Directive on the

for more information on such risks

contact their relationship manager

Independence of Financial Research”

to the risk disclosure brochure

at GMG.

of the Swiss Bankers Association.

“Risks Involved in Trading Financial

GMG is not soliciting any specific
action based on this material it
is solely intended for illustration
purpose.

This document is neither a
prospectus as per article 652a
or 1156 of the Swiss Code of
Obligations, a listing prospectus
according to the listing rules of

Instruments - November 2019”,
which is available for free on the
following website of the Swiss
Bankers’ Association: www.
swissbanking.org/en/home.

Information Not for Further
Dissemination. This document
is confidential and should not
be reproduced, published, or
redistributed without the prior
written consent of GMG.

the SIX Swiss Exchange or any
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